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Abstract: Two isomorphic sets of grains, small and large, were analysed—without specifying their
dimensions—under the acronym CMC (Curve of Maximum Compression) and taking into account
the effects of segregation CMCS. The proposal is particularly valuable for optimal blend preparation
in the gravity system in cokemaking. The main advantage of this work is the proposal of using the
grains triangle, which limits the values calculated by the relations: bulk density-share of coarse/fine
grains, for different levels of moisture content. Each system of changing shares of coarse grains is
characterised by a constant C, but there is no need to determine it. Compliance of the calculated
value with the experimentally determined value means that the given arbitrary grain set has reached
its maximum density called the “locus”. The grains triangle practically covers the vast majority of
laboratory and industrial test results, and geometrically or computationally indicates the ability of a
given particle size distribution to reach maximum bulk density. This paper presents analysis of the
results of tests on crushing, coal briquettes, and grinding coal blend in selected mechanical systems.
Results of tests on coke quality (CRI, CSR) in connection with the grain size triangle are discussed.

Keywords: coal; bulk density; porosity; coefficient of susceptibility; grains triangle; coke quality

1. Introduction

The coking process in classical coke oven batteries is invariably material- and energy-
consuming. Of the two known charging systems for the coking process, at present stamping
(apart from top charged) seems to be a more prospective solution due to the use of weaker
coking coals with an increased content of semi-soft coal [1]. In turn, top charging requires
coals with very good coking properties (hard coal), but is technologically less complicated.
For that reason, it is still used and there are several possibilities for this variant to intensify
the coking process. Due to the capital expenditure, very expensive method is to dry the
charge to the level of 5% moisture [2] (less often used for even more expensive charge pre-
heating), followed by briquetting part of the charge 30–40% [3] (less frequently granulating),
using charge additives (oiling or coking substances [4]), and rational selection of particle
size distribution, including selective crushing [5].

Optimal selection of the grain composition for specific raw materials and technological
possibilities is a very significant opportunity to improve the quality of coke on the NSC
index scale, which was confirmed during tests conducted by IChPW (Figure 1—item 1).
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Figure 1. Absolute changes in coke quality indices CSR (green) and CRI (blue), and % change
(increase) of the bulk density (red): (1) selective crushing, (2) pre-drying, (3) tar—water emulsion
addition, (4) granulation (3% addition of tar—water emulsion), (5) leaning additives (3% pet-coke),
(6) vibrating densification (3% addition of tar—water emulsion), (7) pre-drying = briquetting, (8) pre-
drying + vibrating densification (3% addition of tar—water emulsion). Source: authors own work
based on [6,7].

Analysing the possibilities for increasing the production capacity in gravity-charged
coke oven batteries, the rules defining the degree of fineness of the coal blend are generally
known. However, in this system, with the rational selection of grains intended for the
coking process, the differences in bulk density between the upper and lower limits of real
grain sizes can be over 20 kg/m3 [8].

The increase in bulk density not only increases the production capacity of the battery,
but also in some areas of coal grain size distribution, it positively influences the quality of
coke, demonstrating a linear, beneficial effect of bulk density on the quality indicators of
CRI and CSR coke [7,9].

In general, the grain size distribution of the coal blend for the gravity system is limited
by specific technological guidelines. The most frequent is the share of grains larger/smaller
than 3 mm and the proportion of fine grains less than 0.5 mm, aiming for the lowest
possible, as well as a total moisture content below 10%.

Practice shows that for the top charging system, the grinding degree, as a share of
grains below 3 mm, is 73–87%, with the proportion of the dust fraction being no greater
than 42%.

Research conducted using a planned experiment indicates that for a moisture content
of Wr

ex = 6–8%, the maximum compaction is obtained for the grains of two grain sets
0.5–1 mm and over 3 mm in an approximate 1:1 ratio [10].

Practically fine grains, below 0.5 mm at this moisture level, are unfavourable. Such
idealised expectations in this respect due to coal mine production reasons are impossible
for daily implementation.

Research on bulk density development due to the ability to achieve grains compaction
of variable size and shape consists in predicting the filling of free interstitial spaces of
the skeleton of grains defined as thick. They constitute a structural framework. For
the sake of simplicity, the most common arrangement is a spherical grain (shape factor
f = 1). Theoretically, at least two, and usually more, isomorphic components of dry grains
are analysed, creating model mixtures with a given bulk density by computational or
experimental method according to the planned experiment. Approaches to this issue are
very different; there are known theses of Simonis et al. [11,12], the approach according to
the granulometric parameter method [13–15], and the concepts of Strugala [10,16–18].

In 1989, the Curve of Maximum Compression (CMC) model was proposed, and if it
considers the segregation effects, the acronym CMCS is used [19].
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2. CMC and CMCS Models

According to [19], CMC is a system of two equations relative to shares, which assume
isomorphic dimensions of fine (xd) and coarse (xg) grains in a fairly free manner. Small
grains fill the structural skeleton composed of coarse grains, where: xd + xg = 1, and one
assumes knowledge of their real density ρo:

ρ

ρ0
=
π

6
· 1
1− xd

, 0 ≤ xd ≤ x∗d =
1− π

6
2− π

6
(1a)

ρ

ρ0
=
π

6
· 1
π
6 +

(
1− π

6
)
·xd

, x∗d ≤ xd ≤ 1 (1b)

At the intersection of two branches of curves (1), the maximum bulk density is:

ρ∗

ρo
=
π

6

(
2− π

6

)
(2)

and the maximum relative bulk density increase is:

∆ρ
ρ

= 1− π
6
= εo = 0.4765 (3)

Then, both Equation (1a,b) are transformed into a CMCS model with the form contain-
ing only one C constant, defined as the grain division constant:

ρ

ρo
=
π

6
1 + C(1− xd)

1 + C(1− xd)
2 where xd = 1− xg (4)

The practical use of Equation (4) requires a re-analysis of the model Equation (1a,b).

3. Aim of the Work

The aim of the present work is to perform an in-depth analysis of the correctness of
Equations (1a,b) and (4) for real systems with different initial mono-fraction bulk densities
by taking into account the split grain size. The generalisation leads to the proposal of
new variables in the 2D system, taking into account any grain sets and with variable
moisture content. Such a diagram is called the grain size triangle. The CMC and CMCS
models were used to assess the processes of crushing coal briquettes and grinding the
coal mixture. Grain size triangle was used to assess the quality of coke in the coking
trials in the laboratory coking installation Karbotest [20] and the possibility of preparing
the coal blend for coking. This work presents variants and experimental considerations
regarding grain size distribution influence on charge density at first and consecutively on
coke quality. While the processes or unit operations leading to the grain size change in
coke production can be easily imagined a priori, the assigned models presented in Table 1
have been established ex post. In particular, the grains triangle, which is an original input
of this work, is of importance. The adopted order (Table 1) results from the complexity of
the model approach and not of technological significance.

Table 1. Models describing the grain system.

Grain Size Triangle
(Equations (15) and (23)) Models Processes, Unit Operations

no CMC, Equation (1a) coarse grains (briquettes) crushing, Dg � Dd

yes CMCS, Equations (14) and (25) coal charge crushing, Dg → Dd

yes GGS, Equation (40) pre-drying, Wr
t = 10→ 4%

yes - pilot coking test (Karbotest installation)

yes ρ vs. xg, 3rd degree polynomial, Equations (32), (34) and (39) literature data from experimental design
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4. Variant Considerations (CMC and CMCS Models and Split Grain Size)
4.1. Grain Size Triangle and Possible Variants

The CMC model is very simple, so critical analyses are justified if the assumed
considerations are absolutely undisputed. According to [18], with the arrangement of
two isomorphic spheres, at least five variants of the arrangement of such grain sets can be
imagined. If we add spheres with intermediate dimensions to it, then structures may be
created in which the role of small grains will be taken over by the dimensions temporarily
considered thick [21].

The CMC model can be further developed using the identity of isomorphic spheres
(see Equation (2)):

1− π
6
= εo or 1− εo =

π

6
(5)

thanks to which Equation (1a) for the participation of only coarse grains (xd = 0) is
recorded as:

ρ

ρo
= 1− εo, mono− fraction (6)

Further, we add fine grains until saturation, and so we write Equation (2) as:

ρ

ρo
= 1− εo + (1− εo)εo = 1− ε2

o, two fractions, coarse and fine grains (7)

This ends the validity of Equation (1a) for ρ = ρ∗.
For these considerations, we add further isomorphic spheres, but smaller than fine

grains are formed in the amount of a finite geometric series with progress constant 0 <
εo < 1, εo = 0.4765, for

ρ

ρo
= 1− εo + (1− εo)εo + (1− εo)ε

2
o (8)

Equation (8) can be written in the form

ρ

ρo
= (1− εo)

(
1 + εo + ε2

o

)
(9)

which is:
ρ

ρo
= 1− ε3

o = 0.892 (10)

Equations (8)–(10) describe three fractions: coarse, fine, and very fine grains.
For added smaller and smaller grains with geometrical dimensions suited to free

spaces, Equation (10) tends to ρ
ρo

= 1 ( ρρo
= 1− ε

p
o , p→ ∞) , which corresponds to an

unattainable boundary condition for the free laying of a series of balls in a given volume.
In the discussed Equations (1a,b), (4) and (6)–(10), the size of the split grain size is not

given, and only the term fine and coarse grains is used.
According to the considerations of Simonis [11], the minimum ratio of fine to coarse

grain diameters should be Dd/Dg =
(√

2− 1
)
= 0.4142. Table 2 presents other possibili-

ties in this respect for the two grain fractions. In particular, this is shown in items No. 2
(related to No. 1) and 3. The ratio No. 1 can be adjusted for the CMC model, Equation (1a,b).
For this purpose, we compare Equation (7) and Equation (1a) or Equation (1b) for one large
ball (diameter Dg) and eight smaller balls (Dd). For a less complicated calculation, we use
Equation (1a) and we obtain:

1− ε2
o =

π

6
∗ 1

xg
(11)

where
1
xg

= 1 + 8(
Dd
Dg

)
3

(12)
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which leads to the wanted relation: Dd/Dg = (εo
8 )1/3 = 0.3905 <

√
2− 1.

Table 2. Diameter for two fractions, coarse (g) and fine (d) grains.

Dd
Dg

= ρ
ρ0

= 1−ε Vision Conditions Remarks Dividing Grain for
Dg = 10 mm

1
√

2− 1 = 0.4142 0.8213 Dd = Dg·
(√

2− 1
)
=

Dg·0.414
exceeds max Simonis [11] 4.142 mm

2
√

2− 1.024 = 0.3902 0.7725 correction using
Equation (2) Dd = 0.390·Dg ~max 3.902 mm

3
√

6
2 − 1 = 0.2247 0.5711 Dd = 0.225·Dg

exceeds max
Bryczkowski [22],

Figure 2b
2.247 mm

4 3
√

1− π
6

8 = 0.3905
π
6

(
2− π

6

)
= 0.7730 Equations (11) and (12)

and max acc. Equation (2)

Average 3.43 mm

The case of No. 3 (Figure 2) is more complicated and includes spheres of smaller and
smaller diameter, and then the greatest packing occurs when the spheres touch each other
and their centres occupy positions at the corners of a regular tetrahedron. However, it
should be kept in mind that this is a rare case. To a certain extent, such an arrangement
is observed with the gravitational flow of granular material, and it is a favourable phe-
nomenon when a sequence of smaller and smaller grains is forced into the space of the
coarse grain system. An example is the top charged system at a coke plant when during
chamber filling with coal, cones are formed before mechanical levelling of the charge.
We always observe allocation of mass gradients where the highest density occurs in the
chamber sole.

Figure 2b shows that filling coarse grains with smaller grains causes an increase in
density slightly higher than the level of ρ/ρo = 0.7405 to the value of ρ/ρo = 0.7909.

Exceeding densification in relation to Equation (2) is the result of adopting a tetrahe-
dron volume as a limitation, different from the one for which the CMC model was derived
(ρ/ρo = 1− ε2

o = 0.7730).
For coking in the top charged system, the largest grain of 10 mm coal blend can be

adopted in further considerations, because the share of grains in the coking chamber with
dimensions above 10 mm is below 5%, and occasionally up to 10%.

Assuming that the largest large grain has the dimensions Dg = 10 mm, then the mean
subdivision grain is 3.43 mm (Table 2), so the assumption of the split grain size equal to
3 mm is justified.

Figure 2. Cont.
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Figure 2. Model of the optimal concentration of spheres [22]: (a) the maximum packing of spheres,
where volume occupied by isomorphic coarse spheres in relation to the total volume of the bed is
ρ/ρo = 0.7405. (b) 2D cross-section for the selected case of two fractions: coarse and fine grains

elected from the series of spheres, Dd =
(√

6
2 − 1

)
Dg. Source: authors own work [22].

Therefore, if the results of these tests confirm the credibility of model (1) and high
compliance with theoretical assumptions, the transition to (4) makes sense, although many
doubts about the universality of the constant distribution of grains C are to be expected. If
so, then for (4) any of the coordinates [xd; ρ or xg; ρ] determine this constant.

Let us consider that model (4) has three cases.

4.2. Case 1—Grains Triangle

It is characterised by material homogeneity, as both fine and coarse grains are of
identical material, so that the true density is identical and constant.

Guided by identity (1− xd) = xg for Equation (4) and then (13):

ρ =
π

6
ρo

1 + Cxg

1 + Cx2
g

, C > 0 (13)

We obtain the form of a linear function:

6ρd

πρ0
− 1 = Cxg

(
1− 6ρd

πρ0
xg

)
(14)

Equation (14) was adopted, which can be presented in a form:

Y = C ∗ X (15)

The left side of Equation (14) is easier to evaluate quickly. The higher the bulk density,

the greater the value of the expression ( 6ρd

πρ0
− 1), which directly means an increase in the

relative bulk density Y = ∆ρ
ρ . On the other hand, the issue of a fixed coefficient related

to the true material density, here coal, may be questionable. An additional element of the
record (14) is boundary conditions: for xg = 0, X(0) = 0 and Y = 0 and for xg = 1, X(1) = 0,
Y = 0.

The reverse variable leads to the inequality X > 0:

0 ≤ xg ≤
π

6
∗ ρo
ρ

(16)

which makes the proportion of coarse grains dependent on the determined bulk density.
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From the considerations in Equation (16), there are also other possibilities presented
in Table 2.

Therefore, in the ideal case, the straight line, or actually the ray in Equation (14)
reaches the highest value at the maximum point, and the coordinate [0; 0] is common to
both edge nodes.

For coal intended for coking ρ0 = 1300 kg/m3, although according to [18] this density
is variable and slightly exceeds the accepted state, i.e., ρ0 = 1319÷ 1326 kg/m3, which
undoubtedly has a connection with the share of mineral substance.

For the assumption under consideration, the arrangement of functional scales (15) is
expressed as follows:

aρd − 1 = Cxg

(
1− aρd xg

)
(17)

From Equation (17), the possibility of calculating the division constant of grains
follows directly:

C =
aρd − 1

xg
(
1− aρd xg

) where a =
6
πρo

= 0.00147 (18)

For relation (13), the function has a maximum for the condition dρd

dxg
≡ 0 and we

obtain the coordinates for the maximum bulk density:

ρ∗ =
π

6
ρo

C
√

1 + C
2(1 + C −

√
1 + C)

(19)

for

x∗g =

√
1 + C− 1

C
, where C > 0 (20)

Referring to the present experience, in theory the constant C assumes values from the
interval 0 < C < Cmax = 1.791, practically covering the range 0.2 < C < 1.791. For the volume
of coking chambers of a top charging system, the grain division constant is in the order of
C = 0.4, while in laboratory tests (for a mass of approx. 4 kg of coal) it is much higher, in
the order of C = 0.5 − 1.5.

Going further in this aspect, from the formulas (19) and (20) we obtain specific coor-
dinate values [x∗g; ρ∗], which we convert into coordinates of the functional scale system
(15), i.e.:

Y∗ = aρ∗ − 1 (21)

X∗ = x∗g
(

1− aρ∗x∗g
)

or X∗ = x∗g
[
1− (Y∗ + 1)x∗g

]
(22)

Transformed data according to (21) and (22) form a linear relationship, i.e., locus of
maximum value, hereinafter referred to as locus (23):

Y∗ = −5.559X∗ + 1.366
(

r2 = 0.9957
)

(23)

Locus (23) is the fundamental point of prediction of the search for the maximum
density of the grain system in a given dimensional class characterised by the constant C.

Figure 3a shows the CMCS model and its linear transformation and locus (23), which
determines the maximum bulk density, and Figure 3b is a graphic representation of the
wanted solution.

This is called the triangle of grain size.
Most of the test results are in the field of this grain size triangle.
The maximum bulk densities are therefore information about the expected purpose of

the search.
Models require the number of coarse grains responsible for the existence of the maxi-

mum in the CMCS model given in Table 3 in items No. 2 and 3. However, the inequality
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(16) and Equation (13) is satisfied when: 0 ≤ xg ≤ 1. The necessary quantity of coarse
grains increases as the compaction becomes weaker and weaker, as this is a situation
leading to a mono-fraction. The CMCS model (13) reduced to the linear form Equation (14)
indicates that the lowest coordinate of the maximum for the weakest compaction C = 0.2 is
X* = ~0.24. Resolving the [X*; CX*] coordinates for C = Cmax and C = 0.2 twice gives the
locus (23) again. In particular, the line passing through the two points [0.1872; 0.3353] and
[0.2386; 0.0477] gives the equation:

Y∗ = −5.594X∗ + 1.383 (24)

Figure 3. Relationships between bulk density and share of coarse grains above 3 mm: (a) dependence
in Cartesian coordinate system for C = 0.2 (black), C = 1.79 (red), and locus (23) (blue); (b) transfor-
mation acc. (15) from the locus (blue) for two C values as in Figure 3a.

Table 3. Variation range of coarse grains share, 0 ≤ xg ≤ πρo
6ρd , π6 = 1− εo.

No ρ
ρo

= xg ≤ xg ≤ New Variable in Maximum Y* X* Remarks

1
CMC

1 − ε2
o = 0.7730

Equation (7)

(2− π
6 )
−1

Equations (5)
and (7)

0.6773 - -
two fractions,

coarse and fine
grains

2
CMCS

π
12

C
√

1+C
1+C−

√
1+C

Equation (19)
2 1+C−

√
1+C

C
√

1+C
0.7489

1
2

C
√

1+C
1+C−

√
1+C
− 1

Y∗ = C ∗ X∗

Equation (15)

√
1+C−1

2C =
x∗g
2

C = Cmax =
1.791

X∗ = 0.1872

3
CMCS in No. 2

in No. 2,
Equations (16)

and (19)
0.9544 in No. 2, Equations (18), (19)

and (21)

in No. 2,
Equations
(20)–(22)

C = 0.2
X∗ = 0.2386

4
CMC 1 − εo = 0.5236 - 1.00 - - Equation (5),

mono-fractions

Slight differences in the values of the coefficients result from the fact that the line
is determined from a different amount of data. For further considerations, we assume
Equation (23).
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4.3. Case 2—Increased Bulk Density of Fine Grains, Version A

In general, fine coal grains contain a higher mineral content than grains considered
thicker. For a two-parameter line, Equation (15) is transformed into a form containing the
constant term Co

Y = CX + Co (25)

which has an analogous form as for Equation (13):

ρ =
π

6
ρo

1 + Co + Cxg

1 + Cx2
g

(26)

When xg = 1, then

ρg =
π

6
ρo

(
1 +

Co

1 + C

)
(27a)

and when xg = 0, then:

ρd =
π

6
ρo(1 + Co) (27b)

which means the density of bulk densities of both fractions, still treated as coarse grains
(xg = 1) and fine (xg = 0).

Analogously, formulas are obtained as before (for the constant term free (19) and (20),
when Co = 0):

ρ∗ =
π

6
ρo

C
√
(1 + Co)

2 + C

2
[

C +

(
1 + Co)2 − (1 + Co)

√
(1 + Co)

2 + C
] (28)

for

x∗g =

√
(1 + Co)

2 + C− (1 + Co)

C
(29)

In relation to forms (19) and (20), Equations (28) and (29) have a more complex
form, but their use requires knowledge of the constant term Co, which is determined
experimentally.

4.4. Case 3—Increased Bulk Density of Fine Grains, Version B

Model (13) for suggestion (26) and previous considerations should be expressed as:

ρ = ρmin
1 + Cxg

1 + Cx2
g

(30)

where
ρmin = ρdxd + ρgxg (31)

which corresponds to linear additivity with respect to the proportion of coarse grains:

ρmin = (ρg − ρd)xg + ρd, ρd > ρg (32)

For simplicity, the record (32) is presented in general numbers:

ρmin = −m xg + n (33)

The arrangement of function scales for the linear Equation (30) from (31) is analogous
to Equation (14):

ρd

ρmin
− 1 = Cxg

(
1− ρd

ρmin
xg

)
(34)
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and it is sensible to use only when we know the analytical form (32).
For further purposes, Equation (30) is combined with (33):

ρ = n
1 + Cxg

1 + Cx2
g
−mxg

1 + Cxg

1 + Cx2
g

(35)

Equation (35) will be used to determine if there is an upper limit to accepting values
by the constant C, to determine the maximum function for the condition dρ/dxg = 0.

In case 1, the limit density was calculated according to the model (35) [19]:

z =

∫ 1
0 ρdxg

ρo
(36)

which after the performance of the actions leads to the equation (integral solutions are
presented in Supplementary Materials):

z =

[
−m + (n + m)

arctg
√

C√
C

+
1
2

(
n− m

C

)
ln(1 + C)

]
/ρo (37)

From the calculations, for example, for data from [10] for the planned experiment
and air-dry (Wr

t = 0%) dust fraction below 0.5 mm ρd = 771 kg/m3 and for the blend of
3 ÷ 5 mm and over 5 mm in the ratio 1:1 ρg =676 kg/m3 we obtain m = 95 kg/m3 and
n = 771 kg/m3.

For the maximum value of C = 1.791 acc. (37), z = 0.673 so a value greater than z = 0.632,
which means that in dependence (30) the grain division constant will be smaller than that
assumed by model (4) or (13).

However, for the condition dρ/dxg = 0, the model (30) in the order (35) has a maximum
for the share of coarse grains:

x∗g =

√
C(1 + C)

(
Cn2 + m2

)
− C(n + m)

C(Cn−m)
(38)

and for m = 0 we obtain Equation (20) again.

4.5. Analysis of the Literature Data

In-depth studies of bulk density determined in laboratory conditions by the Gekker-
Mamuta method according to the planned experiment are presented in [10]. Rejecting
boundary data for individual mono-fractions, for air-dry coals, and for grains with a
moisture content of 8% (recalculated into air-dry state) is shown after transformation of
data according to (14) by entering the locus (23)—Figure 4.

It should be noted that according to the plan of the experiment, we study grain
systems composed of at least two grain fractions up to four fractions. They are, therefore,
compositional systems and in the case of air-dry coals, it can be assumed that the results
according to Figure 4a are in the majority of cases in the grains triangle, and for virtually all
wet coals—Figure 4b. Going further from Figure 4, it follows that most of the measurement
data lie on the locus (23) or focus on it, and thus the same experience indicates the maximum
bulk density in some nodes.

On the other hand, the focusing of the measurement data along the straight line (25)
is completely lost; it can even be assumed that there are very many lines with variable
directional coefficients. Assuming the possibility of averaging, it can be assumed that for
dry coals C = 1.2 and for wet carbon Wr

ex = 8%, C = 0.5. The given values of the constant C
have only an approximate meaning.
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Figure 4. The arrangement of function scales for the triangle of grains of measurement data defining
the bulk density obtained in the experiment planned according to [10] for: (a) Wr

ex = 0%, (b) Wr
ex = 8%,

air-dry basis, (c) combined data for dla Wr
ex = 0; 2; 4; 6; 8% Source: authors own work.

The data presented in Figure 4 show that dry coals have a greater tendency to compact,
but this is a more chaotic phenomenon than in the case of wet coals, which densify but at
the level of much lower bulk densities.

Despite these constraints (which have been established for formula (24)), there is still
the problem of how to interpret measurement data above C > 1.791, as is clearly shown in
Figure 4a,c because the lower limit of C = 0.2 is a conventional issue and the fractions do
not have to be compacted, when C = 0.

The conclusion is that if we use only one coordinate [xg; ρ] and formula (18) then high
values C = 2 ÷ 3, or higher, probably suggest model (25) or (26) containing the constant
term free Co > 0 (case 2, version A) or more complicated (30) from (27)—case 2, version B.

It cannot be ruled out that in the range of large shares of coarse grains (0.8 < xg < 1),
the grain sets are arranged in accordance with the approach in Equation (1a) (see Figure 5a).
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Figure 5. Data according to (39) in: (a) Cartesian coordinate system, (b) by model (34) taking into
account linear additivity (32).

Another example can be generated from the same work [10] adopting a system of two
fractions of coarse grains composed of grains 3 ÷ 5 mm and above 5 mm in a 1:1 ratio and
fine grains below 0.5 mm (Wr

ex = 0%) and given there the coefficients of polynomials.
For such a system of grains, the polynomial has the form:

ρ = −130.5x3
g − 679.5x2

g + 715xg + 771, kg/m3 (39)

with the condition dρ/dxg= 0, we obtain the maximum coordinates: x∗g = 0.4640,
ρ∗ = 943.43 kg/m3.

Equation (39) describes changes in the bulk density of a system of two fractions:
fine, below 0.5 mm and coarse, above 3 mm, using the 3rd degree polynomial. Under
boundary conditions, it is the case when the bulk density of the fine fraction is higher
(ρd = 771 kg/m3) than the coarse one (ρg = 676 kg/m3) and thus fits into case 3, version B.

Figure 5a shows the typical dependence of bulk density changes in (39), and Figure 5b
transformation for the most complicated case in (34).

The results indicate that the curve is arranged according to several possibilities sym-
bolically marked in Figure 5a. In the vicinity of fine grains, a constant C = 1.15 appears,
and in the opposite environment, a large cluster of coarse grains has a maximum density
in Equation (1a). The maximum is not described by the appropriate model, but works with
a practical limitation—the locus (23).

It should be noted that in this case, the polynomial model (39) generated by the
planned experiment (Figure 5a) was used, while the locus (23) was derived from the
model (13). Thus, the polynomial Equation (39) implements several possibilities into one
empirical approach.
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5. Experimental
5.1. Own Research—Coarse Grains (Briquettes) Crushing Model for Dg � Dd

The simplest example of the formation of two grain sets with grain sizes clearly distant
from each other may be the tests of crushing coal briquettes in the Shatter Test-type drop
system. Crushing briquettes in drop cycle involves the formation of grain agglomerates
that gradually disintegrate to the size of the grains from which they were formed. This
causes free inter-grain spaces to be naturally filled.

Further research consists in determination of the bulk density of isomorphic bri-
quettes of steam coal with the shape of a pillow with the dimensions 62.6 × 66 × 36 mm
(Wr

t = 3.8%, Ad = 15%, NCV = 25.0 MJ/kg, ρo = 1380 kg/m3—determined by the
hydrostatic method).

Briquettes weighing approx. 92 kg were placed in a metal box with a volume of
V = 1.26 m3 (0.7 × 0.4 × 0.45 m), and the crates were opened and briquettes dropped
from a height of 1.5 m onto a steel plate. The bulk density of the briquette mixture was
then determined. These activities were repeated 14 times, the whole crushed material was
fed into the crate, and the entire cycle was repeated and the arithmetic means from two
measurements were taken. Further discharges were interrupted when the proportion of
briquettes (grains over 40 mm) was 70% (xg = 0.70) and according to the limit given in
Equation (1a) should be x∗g = (2− π

6 )
−1 = 0.677.

5.2. Grinding of Coal Blends

Additional own research on the change in bulk density of the coal blend for the
top charging system was carried out for the version of grinding its components and, in
parallel, for the entire ternary coal blend. The coal blend was in an air-dry state, grain
composition: >10 mm—5.3%, 5 ÷ 10 mm—7.6%, 3 ÷ 5 mm—10.3%, 1 ÷ 3 mm—16.6%,
0.5 ÷ 1 mm—18.3%, <0.5—41.9% showed a bulk density of ρd = 847.8 kg/m3 (average
of two measurements). Coal was ground in a laboratory device, the milling was carried
out for 30 min, and every 5 min the bulk density was determined as the average of
two measurements.

5.3. Moisture Content Impact

Coal samples from the Institute for Chemical Processing of Coal (IChPW) were sieved
into the following grain classes: <0.5 mm, 0.5 ÷ 1 mm, 1 ÷ 3 mm, 3 ÷ 5 mm, >5 mm, after
drying to an air-dry state. Grain size of the blend is the effect of combining grain classes
created approximately by the grain distribution function of the undersize, determined by
the acronym GGS:

P = 100(
D

Dmax
)

k
, % 0.5 ≤ D ≤ 5 mm (40)

obtaining 21 samples, with the parameters: exponent k = 0.30÷ 0.73 and Dmax = 4.5÷ 26.0 mm.
It was assumed that for some parameters, the GGS functions of the undersize show

maximum density, as exemplified by the Fuller curve, giving up the creation of coal blend
using shares resulting from the RRSB function. The control tests of grain distributions in
many cases proved different than expected: the coefficient of determination turned out to
be low in the range of r2 = 0.93 − 0.97 (13 grains per 21).

For all samples, bulk density measurements were made at the total moisture content
Wr

ex = 4% and 10%.

5.4. Influence of the Coal Blend Density with Similar Qualitative Composition on the Coke
Quality Indexes

The coal blend used in the top charging system was selected for the tests, with a
composition according to PN-G-97002: 1982P as presented in Table 4.

Hard coking coals were a blend from three mines, similar to semi-soft coking coals.
Samples weighing 4 kg for tests in the Karbotest installation [20] were prepared as follows.
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Air-dried coals were divided into the following grain classes: <0.5 mm, 0.5 ÷ 1 mm,
1 ÷ 3 mm, 3 ÷ 5 mm, >5 mm. Individual grain classes of the coal blend were composed
from the scattered fractions by combining them, maintaining a constant quantitative ratio
in the given types of coal. Thus, five new coal mixtures were obtained with very similar
coking properties to the initial blend, Table 5.

Table 4. Coal blend composition.

Hard coking coals (Polish coal classification 35.1) 63%
Hard coking coals (Polish coal classification 35.2B) 16%
Semi-soft coking coals (Polish coal classification 34) 21%

100%

Table 5. Coking properties of coal blend with a constant qualitative composition with moisture
content Wr

t = 10%.

Parameter Unit Value

Wt
r % 1.3

Ad % 7.4
Vdaf % 28.12
RI % 75
SI - 8
tI

◦C 393
tII

◦C 440
tIII

◦C 490
A % 28
B % +59
t1

◦C 394
tmax

◦C 447
t3

◦C 487
Fmax ddpm 515

The coking process was performed in the Karbotest installation described in previous
works [20,23,24]. Obtained coke samples were analysed to obtain CRI and CSR results acc.
ISO 18894:2006(E).

6. Results
6.1. Coarse Grain Crushing, Dg � Dd

The results of the tests described in Section 5.1. are presented as follows. The bulk
density increase amounted to 48.2% from the level of 730.1 kg/m3 to 1081.7 kg/m3. Ob-
tained results are practically in line with formula (3) in the final phase of the experiment
where the maximum density was obtained.

This example illustrates the real practical possibilities; densification by crushing ends
with compliance with the record (3) or (7); further saturation of free spaces according to
Equations (8)–(10) does not take place.

From the technological point of view, in the coking industry with the top charging
system, it is sensible to crush whole briquettes, but not in the 100% crushing version to
approx. 70%, because this variant is biased with too high saturation of costly mechanical
activities, as well as increased coking time.

Tests results are illustrated in Figure 6, where the determined correlation line satisfies
the left branch CMC Equation (1a) with a sufficiently consistent true density (1380 kg/m3

determined, 1415.3 kg/m3, relative error 2.6%).

6.2. Grinding of Coal Blends, Dg → Dd

Referring to Section 5.2, the graphical representation of the obtained results in the
function scale system (14) is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Bulk density of crushed briquettes after Shatter Test drop tests against the inverse yield of
briquettes above 40 mm.

Figure 7. Triangle grain size for crushed coal blend—converted to air-dried state from wet base
Wr

ex = 8%.

With the milling time, the bulk density decreases. However, the bulk density does not
change initially. The adopted milling method does not affect the formation of bulk density
changes. While the initial coal blend has a high bulk density (ρd = 847.8 kg/m3) and with
C = 1.49, the bulk density decreases with the milling time and this is accompanied by a
reduction to C = 0.69 and at the same time constant term free appears.

The example at least partially indicates the importance of the model (13) assuming
that the whole time, the coarse and fine grains system is the same grain class.

In some approximation, coarse grains crumble into identical fine grains, whereby the
constant C changes only slightly.

It can be shown that the appearance of the Co has no effect on the locus (23), which
symbolically is shown in Figure 8. Comparing the model for C = 0.69 acc. Equation (13)
and for the constant term free Co = 0.15 in Equation (26) and making the transformation
acc. (14), we obtain two straight lines whose maximum values are close to the locus (23) on
which the maximum values are located.

Any coordinate [xg; ρd] after transformation according to Equation (17) to the position
[X; Y] and located in the area of the grain size triangle (Figure 3b) indicates two possibilities,
either Equation (13) or Equation (26) is fulfilled. The most important, however, is the visual
assessment of the distance from the locus (23) to this coordinate.

Model (26) is especially useful when we analyse grain size distributions below the
maximum value.

The presented considerations are a suggestion for the real conditions to accept the
model (13) in a form without a constant term free, implementing variable values in edge
nodes in it.
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Figure 8. Data for model (13) and constants C = 0.69 and Co = 0 and 0.15 after transformation acc.
(14) from locus (23) for 0.1 ≤ xg ≤ 0.5, ρo = 1300 kg/m3. 1—acc. (13), ρ = π

6 ρo
1+0.69xg

1+0.69x2
g
, x∗g = 0.4348,

ρ∗ = 784.02 kg/m3. 2—acc. (26), ρ = π
6 ρo

1.15+0.69xg

1+0.69x2
g

, x∗g = 0.3893, ρ∗ = 874.20 kg/m3. 3—locus

Equation (23).

6.3. Moisture Content Impact

The relationship between the bulk density and the moisture content is generally
known, and it is a curve of at least 2 degrees showing a minimum (e.g., [19]). In relation to
the tests indicated in Section 5.3, a different approach is presented, including the dispersion
of the constant C in the field of the triangle of grains. The grain size triangle is shown in
Figure 9.

Figure 9. Triangle grains for grain distributions close to the maximum density and for two levels of
moisture content recalculated into air-drying basis: (a) 4%, (b) 10%.

Coal containing 4% and 10% moisture meets model (13). However, for 4% moisture,
the fluctuation of the C = 0.90 ± 0.035 constant is too high (C = 0.7 ÷ 1.45) to consider
this case satisfactory. A much more sensible case is the case of wet coals (10%), where the
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compaction susceptibility is C = 0.75 ± 0.019 but still does not reach the maximum values
consistent with the locus (23).

6.4. Influence of the Coal Blend Density with Similar Qualitative Composition on the Coke
Quality Indexes

The coking process results described in Section 5.4 graphically are presented in Figure
10. Figure 10a shows the grain size triangle according to the functional scales of Equation
(14) together with the locus (23). The constant C was determined individually according to
Equation (14). From a statistical point of view, according to the t-test, the equations given
in Figure 10a are significant at the level of sl = 0.012 (Y = 1.59X − 0.17) and sl = 0.0 (0) (Y =
0.75X), which authorizes the adoption of the model (14) as more justified. This fact makes
it possible to adopt in this range the mean grain distribution constant equal to C = 0.75
(arithmetic mean C = 0.726).

Figure 10. Coke quality parameters dependent on grain distribution constant: (a) C for Dg = 3 mm
grain triangle acc. (14), (b) CRI vs C, and (c) CSR vs C.

The constant C determined at each coordinate shows an effect on the quality of coke,
i.e., on CRI (Figure 10b) and CSR (Figure 10c).
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The point marked in Figure 10a with the coordinates X = 0.155, Y = 0.074 (C = 0.48)
corresponds to the lowest coke quality (CRI = 30.4% (Figure 10b) and CSR = 55.3% (Figure 10c)).

The obtained grain compositions with a constant quality of the coal blend clearly
indicate a linear relationship between the CRI/CSR indexes and the calculated grain
constant C. As also results from Figure 10a, the next two or even three carbon mixes, due
to the grain composition, already reach the locus (23).

The grain size triangle used in designing a composition of coal blends was still used.
An example for initiating comprehensive research is related to the practical use of this
method for industrial purposes.

The issues of making a composition of coal blends for a top charged system should
take into account the optimal selection of the grain composition [1,2,7–9,17–19]. In the case
of a fixed composition, an extremely important element is to control the consistency of the
degree of moisture and grain composition, at least in terms of analysing the proportion of
fine grains, which usually means monitoring the proportion of grains below 0.5 mm.

In a specific case, a coal blend with a maximum moisture content of Wr
t = 8% is used,

with the following composition:
Hard coking coal (type 35.1)—74%, semi-soft coking coal (type 34)—26%.
The problem to be solved is the introduction of more semi-soft coking coals without

significantly deteriorating the quality of the coke.
Figure 11 shows the results of research on the properties of coals supplied from various

mines. In this case, there are 19 samples, and against this background the properties of
the starting blend and three proposals for changed qualitative compositions were entered.
Table 5 presents the basic data for these four blends.

Figure 11. Deliveries of hard and semi-soft coking coals in the system of scales of the grain size
triangle, number of samples 19, with the properties of the starting blend and changed qualitative
compositions marked.

As in the previous example, coke from coal blends was obtained from the Karbotest
installation, and the CRI/CSR indices were determined for the obtained coke.

It should be noted that the Y component is a relative increase in the bulk density in
relation to the hypothetic level of ρ = π

6 ρo = 680.7 kg/m3. Basic data for 19 coal deliveries
in the triangle grain size layout indicate a very unfavourable system for changes in the
rational grain size distribution. The most abundant hard coking coal (74%) is on the locus
line (23). In light of the considerations presented also in this work, it is logical to confirm
that their fragmentation and the introduction of new components to the optimal grain
composition of hard coking coals lowers the bulk density, and this effect will be increased
when the introduced coals are more finely ground.

Thus, each added grain composition of the lower rank coal will move away from this
line constituting Equation (23), and at the same time the coking properties will decrease.
Indeed, coal blend, considered to be the starting one, changes its position when changing
the qualitative composition, and these changes are better described by the line with the
equation Y = 0.618X than by Y = 1.166X − 0.103. In both cases, both lines can be considered
adequate at the statistical level of the t-test, 0.0 (4) and 0.0 (5), respectively.
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The 6% reduction in the share of hard coking coals (Table 6) solves this problem at the
level of the reduced coke quality, which is acceptable in this case.

Table 6. Coordinates of coal blends and coke quality.

No Coals, Type
35.1/34 X Y C acc. (14) CRI, % CSR, % Remarks

1 74%
26% 0.192 0.115. 0.599 29.1 57.8 standard coking blend

2 74%
26% 0.169 0.095 0.562 32.0 53.0 type 34 shredded

3 68%
32% 0.171 0.098 0.573 32.2 52.0 -

4 62%
38% 0.175 0.112 0.64 33.3 50.2 -

Figure 10b,c suggests very strong relationships between the coke quality and the
constant C. The higher its value (here at C = 0.9), the higher the quality of CRI/CSR values
provided. In order to ensure greater credibility of the obtained results, 5 mm split grain
size was adopted for consideration. A graphical illustration is given in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Coke quality dependence of grain distribution constant, C for Dg = 5 mm: (a) grain
triangle acc (14), sl = 0.0316, (b) CRI vs C, and (c) CSR vs C.
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The correlations are much weaker than in the case of the commonly used technological
guideline, taken as the number of grains larger/smaller than 3 mm. On Figure 12c by
conventional criteria, these correlations are considered to be not statistically significant,
although the trend of change was followed as in Figure 10c. In the case of 5–10 mm coarse
grains, it seems that their number is too small, as it amounts to 12.8–37.7%.

7. Summary

Expanding the possibilities of using grain distributions for coking purposes in accor-
dance with the proposal Equations (1) and (4), it was found that CMC and CMCS models
are the starting point for solving practical problems. The arrangement of two sets of grains,
defined without validation as fine and coarse grains, CMC is represented by the model
(1a) from (1b) while the distribution constant of grains C is characteristic of the CMCS
model (13).

In the latter, three cases for CMCS were distinguished:
Case 1—triangle of grains limited by the locus (23), bulk densities of both fine and

coarse fractions are identical and equal to ρ = π
6 ρo;

Case 2—version A, Equations (25) and (26), bulk densities of these fractions are equal
acc. Equation (27a,b);

Case 3—version B, Equations (30) and (31), the bulk densities of these fractions form
the law of linear additivity (31), defined here as the minimum bulk density.

The presented material shows that grain systems can be described by several models
in the full range of grain shares. Often, in the range of coarse grains, model systems
described by Equation (1a) may form, as well as in the range of fine grains with a defined
value of the constant C, which should not exceed the value of C = 2.

The basic message of this work is the proposal of the grains triangle, illustrated in
Figure 3b, which limits the values assumed by the relations: bulk density—share of coarse
grains/fine grains, for different levels of moisture content.

Each system of changing shares of coarse and fine grains is characterised by a constant
C, but there is no need to determine it, especially from one coordinate [xg; ρ] according to
formulas (14) or (34): it is sufficient to analyse whether the condition (24) is fulfilled. The
compliance of the calculated value ρ with ρ* means that the given grain set has reached its
maximum density. The example shown in Figure 4, according to Equation (39), assumes
there are three mechanisms: the grains triangle (Figure 5b) indicates a high probability of
reaching the maximum density. It should be noted, however, that the locus (23) is derived
from (13) and therefore from the theoretical model and for ρo = 1300 kg/m3.

From these considerations, it follows that C should be more appropriately named
susceptibility to model compaction. It does not have to be determined, because the locus
(23) is a limitation.

The derived models or the grain size triangle enable the study of processes used
in industry, mainly in coking and mining, for mechanical grain grinding. In the case of
crushing coal briquettes for top charged systems, it is described by Equation (1a), while the
grinding of coal blend is useful by Equation (25) or directly by Equation (13), or for more
data—the grain size triangle.

Continuing the technological research, it was found that there is a very favourable
linear correlation between the coke quality (CRI/CSR indexes) and the grain division
constant C, when we accept 3 mm as a split grain size, compared with other possibilities in
this regard.

Although for high-quality cokes there is a very reliable linear correlation between the
CRI/CSR indices (Figure 1 in [25]), according to the presented study, the number of factors
determines the CSR index, and its value is compensated by the reactivity of the CRI coke
(Figure 3 in [25]). This is the reverse sequence to the assay procedure in the order where
the CSR parameter is obtained after CRI is determined. Results of this work as well as [7]
for the same coal blend show that changes only in grain size distribution influence the
reactivity index (CRI) more than the strength after reaction index (CSR).
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The homogeneity of the coking properties depends not only on the degree of com-
paction of the coal charge containing semi-soft coals with specific grain sizes, but above all
on the hard coal coking ability. The maximum compaction may occur for too high a share
of coarse grains with poor coking ability.

The relations resulting from the achievement of the maximum compaction (Equation (23))
suggest that coal deliveries to coking plants force them to crush and thus lower the bulk
density of charge (e.g., Figure 11). On the other hand, there is still a need to use hard coking
coals with very good coking properties in order to increase the share of semi-softs coal in
the blend so as not to increase the reactivity of the coke.

8. Conclusions

• A coordinate system was proposed to analyse the relationship between bulk density
and the share of grains considered coarse. Such a diagram was named the triangle of
grains, and the most important element is the locus (23). Any coordinate [xg; ρd] after
transformation according to Equation (17) to position [X; Y] and located in the area of
the graining triangle (Figure 3b) is the simplest visualisation of the distance from the
maximum density determined by the locus (23). It is a new element in the analysis of
the grain composition properties for the coke industry, especially for the top charging
system or mining.

• The C constant present in the CMCS model should be in the C < 2 range; the higher the
moisture, the lower its value. However, in the case of dry grains, there may be several
densification models, so there is no reason to attribute this constant of universality.

• In practice, the CMC model meets the description of compacting coarse grains with
fine grains acc. Equation (1a), in the range from 0.8 to approx. 1.0 shares of coarse
grains. In the case of the CMCS model, three cases were identified that are dependent
on the bulk density of coarse and fine grains in relation to the expression (πρo/6).
It was found that they may be equal: fine grains have a higher bulk density than
coarse grains, and both grain sets meet the law of linear additivity in the absence
of compaction.

• From the presented considerations and examples, it follows that C should have a more
appropriate name: the coefficient of susceptibility to model compaction. It does not
have to be determined, because the locus (23) is a limitation.

• There is a linear relationship between the coke quality parameters and the grain
separation constant C, calculated from formula (14) assuming the separation grain
size of 3 mm for coarse grains.
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Nomenclature

a = 6/πρo Equation (18)
Ad ash content, dry state (%m/m)
C grain distribution constant, and in this paper also: coefficient of susceptibility to compaction
Co intercept in Equation (25)
D grain diameter (mm)
f shape coefficient, f ≥ 1, for a sphere f ≡1
k exponent in Equation (40)
n, m parameters of straight equation in Equation (33)
p exponent in Equation (10)
P part by weight of grains smaller than size D (%)
r2, ρ2 determination coefficients for the double and single parameters of the straight equation
sl significance level
x mass fraction
X new independent reversible variable
Y new dependent variable, also Y = ∆ρ

ρ

Wr
t , Wr

ex content of total and transitory moisture (%)
z boundary compression Equation (36)
ρ bulk density (kg/m3)
ρo true density (kg/m3)
∆ρ/ρ relative bulk density increase
ε porosity
εo porosity of isomorphous spheres, εo = 1 − π

6 = 0.4765
Subscripts

B briquettes
d fine size grains
g coarse size grains
max maximum
min minimum

Superscripts
d dry
* maximum of function

Abbreviations
CMC Curve of Maximum Compression
CMCS Curve of Maximum Compression with regard to Separation effects
CRI, CSR Coke Reactivity Index, Coke Strength after Reaction
GGS Gates–Gaudin–Schuhmann function
NCV net calorific value
RRSB Rosin–Rammler–Sperling–Bennett function
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